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Security biz booms under terror
shadow
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New Delhi: Post-Mumbai terror attacks, security is suddenly a booming business. Hotels,
hospitals, malls, multiplexes and offices are making panicked inquiries with security agencies
for securing their establishments. Private security analysts report a dramatic increase in
demand from not just existing customers but also from companies and offices who were earlier
unconcerned with the issue.
"We used to get around 50 inquiries per day for equipment and bookings. In the past few days,
we have been getting more than 500 calls daily," says P C Nangia, manager of Detech Devices
Pvt Ltd, makers of security equipment. Nangia says most of the calls are coming from hotels,
movie halls and other public places. "We are expecting sales for this month to rise by 50%," he
adds.
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According to industry chamber, Assocham, the private security business in the country will
become a Rs 50,000-crore industry in the next four years.
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Those in the business note a heightened awareness over security in the hospitality sector.
"Hoteliers who thought clients are put off by such measures, have completely changed their
attitude. Even customers don't mind because in times like these, security is above all other
considerations," says Nangia.
However, many establishments are groping in the dark over what kind of security to deploy.
Says Sanjeev Paul, MD of Delhi-based Scientific Security Management Services Ltd, "After the
attacks, people are confused over how much and where to provide security."
Some agencies like Paul's have devised training packages against terror attacks. "Security
personnel need to be trained in evacuation, assessing people and the correct response in such a
crisis," he says.
According to Central Association of Private Security Industry (CAPSI) chairman Kumar
Vikram Singh, there should be no panic buying of security equipment. "Security has to be
addressed systematically. There must be a security audit of all organizations and an emergency
plan in case of a disaster," he says.
Along with equipment, the demand for security personnel has suddenly shot up. Says Col Jagat
Trikha, executive director of Central Association of Private Security Industry (CAPSI), the apex
governing private security agencies, "The demand in the past few days has been
unprecedented. We are expecting a 40% rise in orders this month. Individuals and companies
are getting their risk analysis done by security agencies and contrary to earlier practice when
they hired only the bare minimum staff, many are asking for complete security cover."
In the changed circumstances, malls and hotels are struggling to bring back customers. "We
have asked all our members to increase security and use the help of outside agencies to frisk
everyone without exception. We need these security measures," says Rajindera Kumar,
vice-president, Federation of Hotels and Restaurants Association of India.
Measures hotel chains are putting in place include physical checking of all vehicles and a threepronged strategy at the main porch -- frisking and clearing by metal detector for all visitors and
X-ray scanning of all baggage.
Barricades will be set up at hotel entrances and managements are likely to look at higher
presence of private security personnel. "We need a back-up security system," Kumar said
adding that 20-25 people deployed near the entrance were not enough deterrence. "We are
advising our members to consider armed security on each floor," he says.
A spokesperson for an NCR-based mall said they had employed cutting edge equipment for
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surveillance of visitors but were unsure of how to handle the large number of vehicles in and
around the mall. "We can control things within the mall but what of the vehicles parked right
outside? he asks.
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Analysts also say that there is a severe shortage of personnel. Paul estimates the shortage to be
as high as 80% as most agencies prefer ex-servicemen.
S K Sharma, owner of Zorba Securities Ltd, said that although sales of equipment have really
picked up, it had a lot to do with the police mandate on security guidelines in public places.
Police have broadly sought three kinds of measures -- complete CCTV surveillance in public
places like malls, hotels and movie halls; complete access control by the use of door frame metal
detectors and hand-held detectors and checking of vehicles through inverted mirrors.
"Government should recommend a permanent set of guidelines for security in public places. We
have noticed that people normally go for low-priced equipment rather than better quality ones,"
says Sharma.
That's a concern shared by Dipankar Mittal, owner of Metal Detectors Pvt Ltd. "Although sales
have increased, people are still concerned with price more than quality realizing little that it
might effect the performance of the equipment. As of now, they are just following Delhi Police's
mandate," he says.
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